1) The school secretary is for sending emails to the parents.
   a. responsible b. respected c. responsible d. awarded

2) London has a/an ...... of 557 mm of rain each year.
   a. average b. number c. ability d. water

3) Not many people have read my cousin's book because she could not find a ...........
   a. library b. publisher c. bookshop d. bookseller

4) I sometimes get ...... between the meanings of whether and weather.
   a. confused b. confident c. confused d. concluded

5) Kamal did not want to tidy his room before he went out, but his mother ...........
   a. told b. ordered c. insisted d. said

6) Walid always makes a revision ........... two months before the exams.
   a. plain b. plane c. pain d. plan

7) I sent my friend an email with a photo as an .........
   a. attached b. attachment c. attack d. attractive

8) Hamid is ............ and cannot walk.
   a. deaf b. blind c. unable d. disabled

9) My father does the same things every day. He likes to have a ............
   a. lunch b. dinner c. fried d. cooked

10- Khaled wants to be a ............ so he can work for the government.
    a. political b. builder c. politician d. population

11- My mother has a ............ that children learn best by playing games.
    a. believe b. believe c. learn d. believe

12- Yahia Haqqi wrote a ............ of short stories about the poor and the disabled.
    a. collection b. collection c. selection d. conclusion

13- The novelist ............ an important prize for his last novel.
    a. confirmed b. confident c. confused d. concluded

14- Scientists have a great ............ on our life.
    a. affect b. affective c. effect d. effective

15- We accept graduates ............ Oxford University.
    a. in b. from c. of d. off

16) “The Postman” was ............ into a successful film.
    a. spread b. don’t c. written d. made

17) My father said that his teacher was very ............ My father couldn't talk in his lessons!
    a. serious b. strict c. fatherly d. kind

18) The teacher is going to ............ our homework tomorrow.
    a. write b. do c. mark d. manufacture

19) This film is very ............ I'd prefer to watch something that will make us laugh.
    a. serious b. funny c. serious d. fun

20) Hoda's father works for an important ............
    a. graduate b. building c. ministry d. work

21) Walid always makes a revision ............ 16 months before the exams.
    a. plain b. plane c. pain d. plan

22) There was a ............ at the university about new technology.
    a. presentation b. awards c. medals d. races

23- Tawab Youssef started studying ............ at Cairo University.
    a. policy b. politician c. policy d. politics

24) An enthusiastic student before the visitor gave her talk.
    a. silenced b. declared c. sheltered d. shouted

25- The head teacher believes that ............ is very important in the classroom.
    a. discipline b. indifference c. violence d. noise

26) Ahmed wants to be like his grandfather, who has been a big ............
    a. individual b. influential c. influence d. role

27- Tawab Youssef won many ............ for his writing.
    a. presents b. awards c. medals d. races

28- Tawab Youssef died in 2015, ............ 87.
    a aged b. age c. teenage d. aging

29- Tawab Youssef started studying ............ at Cairo University.
    a. policy b. politician c. policy d. politics

30. A good teacher must ............ his students and encourage them.
    a. spoil b. inspire c. conspire d. fire

31. Shakespeare’s plays have been very ............ Many writers have used his stories.
    a. influenz b. influence c. influential d. fluency

32. The football team are playing with a lot of ............ I think they are going to win.
    a. confection b. confession c. confident d. confidence

33- The computer in the library does not work, so they are going to ............ it.
    a. reduce b. replace c. download d. upload

34- Adel loves windsurfing. He is very ............ about the sport.
    a. plays b. enthusiastic c. excellent d. efficient

35- To turn the computer on, you must press this ............
    a. bazaar b. basket c. battery d. button

36- Are there any tickets ............ for the tennis match this evening?
    a. attracted b. available c. based d. belonging

37- To make bread, first make a ............ of flour and water.
    a. mixture b. moisture c. monument d. mixture

38- Where does your family ............ to go on holiday next summer?
    a. want b. invest c. invite d. intend

39- I'm going to wait until they ............ the price of the phone before I buy it.
    a. arrive b. reduce c. increase d. replace

40) My grandparents' house is old-fashioned and does not have many ............
    a. gadgets b. galleries c. technology d. electricity

41- Before people could use papyrus, they ............ the leaves of the grass in water.
    a) spoil b) inspire c) conspire d) fire

42- Ahmad likes football and tennis. In addition, he is a squash ............
    a) valid b) possibility c) availability d) available

43- My sister didn’t show any kind of ............ for the books I had shown her.
    a) violate b) enthusiasm c) enthusiastic d) enthusiastically

44- I took a great photo of the pyramids, and I'm going to ............ it on a website.
    a) upload b) downloading c) encouraging d) inspiring

45- That play is very popular. You'd better check the ............ of tickets.
    a) valid b) possibility c) availability d) available

46- Mr. Shabana has an important ............ in the government.
    a) role b) roll c) root d) root

47) My mother really ............ it when my sisters and I cooked dinner for her.
    a) appreciated b) appreciated c) appealed d) thanked

48- The army captain is in ............ of fifty soldiers today.
    a) charge b) change c) charge d) care

49- That place is very ............ It has more than 30 rooms!
    a) impressive b) impressive c) improved d) industrious

50- The explorer did not go with anyone else to Antarctica. He went ............
    a) special b) special c) special d) lonely

51) I told my little brother to read this book because it is ............
    a) suitable b) employable c) reliable d) impossible

52) You'll really like this book. The story is ............
    a) terrific b) terrible c) horrible d) capable
55- My sister loves chocolate, but I prefer ice cream.

56- I faced a lot of pressures during my years as a teacher of English.

57- My students are usually disrespectful towards their teachers.

58- Dr. Aisha was employed as a government inspector for the teaching of Arabic literature.

59- My older brother has been awarded a maths prize from Cairo University.

60- Young children are typically very active.

62- Before you can fly alone, you have to follow the pilot's instructions.

63- Charitable organizations argue that handicapped rights should be respected.

64- I found university work very difficult, but my friends were always very encouraging.

65- I don't think that tree is alive any more. All its leaves are brown!

66- Ali said that he would be here at midday and here he is. He never keeps a promise.

67- We walked a really long way to get to the shop, but it was closed.

68- Don't drink too much coffee or it will keep you awake.

69- To drive a car, you need a driving licence.

70- Ashraf is a good student. He never causes trouble.

71- The maths test was very challenging so nobody did very well at it.

72- We were very tired after the sport competition and we were all awake by nine o'clock!

73- I imagine his head and his bed became very distant, but he is feeling much better now.

74- Verses have words that rhyme at the end of some of the lines.

75- If you drive too fast, you will break the window of the police car.

76- Mona has a bad headache but this medicine shouldn't make her worse.

77- The film about the war was very stressful. A lot of people cried at the end.

78- The publisher tried the writer that the book was very different from his new book was next April.

79- It is usual for people to suffer from stress when they have an important job.

80- Using the computer for a long time ....... Hana headache.

81- The book has some useful information on how to best revise.

82- Dr. Sakr would like to take more work at the hospital but she doesn't have time.

83- Mariam has always been good with money and does the accounts for a large company in Cairo.

84- Yunis was ill last year and had to take a lot of time off work.

85- Mustafa is always very friendly and likes to talk to everyone!

86- I think the teacher gave us all a report to interview four students.

87- What I like about work is that you can choose how much work you want to do.

88- You should ... the number of sweets you eat. They are very bad for your teeth.

89- People should get the right between their work and free time.

90- Adel's job is very dangerous and his work is often very dangerous.

91- You must be careful when you take that medicine because it may have side effects.

92- Some graduates think that it is harder to work today than it was used to be.

93- Before I start revising, I always revise a revision plan.

94- Having too much coffee can lead to stress and lack of sleep.

95- It makes things fall to the ground on earth.

96- You can travel by plane or train.

97- I didn't like the soup without salt. I thought it was too salty.

98- It takes many hours for the rocket to travel to the space station.

99- I go to the gym and drink a lot of water.

100- The bus stopped because there was a leak in the petrol tank.

101- The phone doesn't work. It's broken.

102- A useful thing is that you can choose how much work you want to do.

103- Experts are those that there will be a treatment for a disease.

104- The spaceship will travel to the earth at a height of 320 kilometres.

105- Some basketball players can throw the ball on one finger.

106- What a surprise! You to change your mind.

107- The area between Aswan and Luxor is about 200 kilometres.

108- The policeman arrested the man because he was scaring people.

109- The future will be space tomorrow morning.

110- Ships can see where to go at night and in bad weather because they have a large light on top.

111- The policeman arrested the man because he was scaring people.

112- I am amazed how some animals can live in the desert.

113- I can't talk to you now because I am going to go out.

114- I am going to go out because I am going away.
115- We can’t play this computer game because the…………….. don’t work.
  a-contents  b-sockets  c-controls  d-machines

116- The teacher asks the students to discuss the pros and cons of artificial intelligence.
  a benefits  b cons  c advantages  d content

117- ………….. is the study of energy, sound, light etc.
  a Physics  b Chemicals  c Geography  d Political Science

118- Fawzi enjoys working at the hotel, but the… is that it is a long way from his home.
  a busy  b paid  c downside  d pros

119- It is a shame that starvation still ………….. in some countries in Africa.
  a exists  b bares  c includes  d disappears

120- Blood- is a disease that results from tension.
  a pressure  b treasure  c pleasure  d leisure

121- AlAn ………….. is an expert in a field whose job is to give advice about it.
  a applicant  b consultant  c resultant  d accountant

122- Ambulances drive very fast when there is an/a …………..
  a- emotion  b-emergency  c-emission  d-agency

123- Cancer is a terrible ………….. that people of any age can get.
  a toxic  b ball  c will  d illness

124- Our house has been much less hot since my father ………….. air conditioning.
  a install  b absorb  c release  d relax

131. Trees take in carbon dioxide and ………….. oxygen.
  a match  b interrupted  c sign  d toxic

128- We get the signal for our mobile phones from that tall ………….. on the hill.
  a store  b mast  c absorb  d release

133. Children grow fast and ………….. a lot of weight in their teenage years.
  a fixed  b removed  c cleaned  d serviced

134- It was a long and difficult ………….. to build the bridge, but cars can use it now.
  a fixed  b-provision  c-process  d-procession.

135- Scientists test their ………….. by doing experiments
  a searches  b processes  c-operations  d-theories

136- The teacher asked the technician to… all the computers in the classroom.
  a contact  b connection  c-communicate  d-link

137- We are going to interview the five best ………….. for the job.
  a applications  b appointments  c-employers  d-applicants

138- A lot of tourists stay at that hotel because it has a good …………..
  a-architecture  b-bathroom  c-quality  d-walls

139- Olia has a lovely voice and often sings in …………...
  a choice  b clarinet  c client  d-choir

140- If you have a headache, you should get some medicine from the………..
  a chemistry  b laboratory  c-pharmacy  d-bakery

141- Khaleel has an ………….. to see the doctor at four o’clock.
  a-qualified  b-repetition  c-search  d-representative

142- Fatma is very ………….. She always does her homework carefully and on time.
  aconscious  b conscientious  c conservative  d convinced

143- Manal can speak very good English, but she is not………..
  a flute  b-fluent  c fluency  d-influential

144- The company hopes that its new……….. will sell very well.
  a product  b production  c-productive  d-producer

145- Ayman cannot apply for the job in the bank because he is not……….. to do it.
  a qualification  b-qualification  c-quality  d-qualities

146- Mohammed does a lot of charity work in his………..
  a grade  b-grade  c-grade  d-grading

147- My sister is not very……….. She doesn’t like meeting new people.
  a sociable  b social  c sociably  d-socially

148- My bank is an ………….. company. It has been in business for over 100 years.
  a-licence  b-degree  c-graduate  d-grade

149- Smoking is not ………….. inside the building.
  a-permit  b-punishment  c-permitted  d-permissive

150- What…………….. did you get in your maths exam?
  a-licence  b-degree  c-graduate  d-grade

151- These exercises are……….. Some of them are easier than others.
  a-orderly  b-expected  c-endowed  d-employed

152- My uncle speaks Spanish because he once worked as the Egyptian……….. to Argentina.
  a personnel  b president  c ambassador  d ruler

153- My grandfather left his house to my parents in his………..
  a-organised  b-interesting  c-ambiguous  d-established

154- There was a……….. last night and many buildings were damaged by the wind.
  a-pour  b-thunder  c-gale  d-blow

155- At what time does the sun ………….. this evening?
  a up  b-down  c-rise  d set

156- The teacher was angry because two boys were talking……….. the lesson.
  a during  b-throughout  c-after  d-along

157- There was a……….. this morning and many of the roads flooded.
  a-thunder  b-brought  c-rain  d-downpour

158- Who is the…………….. of the USA at the moment?
  a-licence  b-degree  c-graduate  d-grade

159- Unfortunately, the novelist’s greatest story was……….. after his death.
  a written  b-published  c-given  d-spread

160- In Egypt, the rain…………….. mostly near the northern coast.
  a-drops  b-fills  c-falls  d-pours

161- What is the best way to ………….. your feelings and ideas?
  a-appear  b-hide  c-express  d-publish

162- My cousin is staying in a hostel with his…………….. travellers in Jordan.
  a-medical  b-follow  c-fellow  d-fleet

163- The farm workers ………….. in the fields all day.
  a-must  b-must  c-must  d-trained

164- The factory closed and all the workers were made………..
  a-redundant  b-employable  c-employed  d-job holders

165- If you have a degree from a good university, you will be very………..
  a-red  b-better  c-employed  d-employee

166- My grandfather has spent a lot of time reading since her………..
  a-education  b-rewarding  c-retirement  d-birth

167- Munir couldn’t find work as a car mechanic so he is going to……….. as an electrician.
  a-appear  b-return  c-revise  d-replace

168- Should I have fish or meat at the restaurant? I really can’t……….. my mind.
  a make up  b-make up for  c-made  d-make off

169- My little sister is very good at making……….. stories. They are very funny!
  a-true  b-false  c-true  d-true

170- My brother works for the finance……….. of a large company in Assiut.
  a-department  b-development  c-employment  d-enjoyment

171- My brother works for the finance……….. of a large company in Assiut.
  a development  b-department  c-employment  d-enjoyment

172- The new car factory will……….. a lot of new jobs.
  a-get  b-take  c-do  d-create

173- We couldn’t take the children to the beach, so we bought them each an ice……….. to make……….. it.
  a-up  b-down  c-up  d-down
174. Al-Nasr Food Company has 2,000 ................. who work hard for them.

175. I'm going to join a computer course for my distant course ......... next week.

176. My sister wants to be a teacher. She believes teaching is a .......... career.

177-Salma has always been very .......... . She will be a very good author.

178- A company in my town closed last week, leaving 50 people .................

179- Fruit and vegetables are less expensive this year because the farmers had a very good..........

180- The Egyptian Museum is a famous .......... in Cairo.

181- Fawzi's family come from a remote .......... in the far east of the country.

182- The time that it gets dark .......... on the time of year.

183- Many countries celebrate new year with .................

184- The shop that has just opened is giving ........ free tea or coffee today. We should go! 

185- People often use traditional musical ................. to play folk music.

186- Our local university offers a .......... of useful activities for students to develop their skills.

187- It's .......... of you to throw rubbish in the street.

188- Do you understand the .......... between who and which?

189- Forty members of our family got together to .......... my grandfather's birthday.

190- The teacher asked me to give .......... a test paper to each student in the class.

191- That old car is giving ................. a lot of smoke.

192- Fatma's voice is .......... . I always know when she is talking to someone!

193- Animals have ................. to protect themselves from their enemies.

194- We tried to do the quiz in the magazine, but we gave .......... because it was too difficult!

195- Folk songs were made up to describe important ................. events.

196- Thousands of people moved slowly in the .......... of the king's funeral.

197- The police quickly cleared .......... the mystery of who took the money from the bank last week.

198- When you revise, take regular breaks because it is difficult to .......... more than an hour.

199- The red team .......... the blue team 2-0.

200- Your idea to help a charity was a very good ..........
24) I'm eager to know your ........... routine.
a. week b. weeks c. week's d. weekly
25. She missed the .........., so she couldn't apply for the job.
a. offline b. online c. headline d. deadline
26. We got ...................wet in the rainstorm.
a. soaked b. soaking c. soak d. to soak
27. On your first day in a new job, you should make a good .......... a. impression b. depression c. condition d. impression
28. Parents should spend some .......... of time with their children every day.
a. equality b. quantity c. quality d. qualification
29. I ............. your support. Thanks for coming.
a) signal b) achievement c) acceptance d) account
30. He .......... a headache when he works on the laptop for long.
a. got b. makes c. works d. gives
31. She retired after a/an .......... career in journalism.
a) promising b) achievement c) successful d) breakthrough
32. He read his speech in a strong ........... voice.
a) confidence b) confidently c) confidence d) confident
33. I .......... your support. Thanks for coming.
a) understand b) appreciate c) know d) realise
34. He was .......... on getting his money by tomorrow.
a) insist b) insists c) insist d) insistently
35- Huda .......... sport as a very important part of her life.
a) thinks b) believes c) regards d) looks
36. Dr Aisha Abd El-Rahman was born .......... a conservative family.
a. in b. from c. out d. into
37. Chess is an intelligence game which is not .......... A played b. played time c. time d. time
38- I want to .......... up any misconceptions you might still have.
a. clean b. clear c) make d) set
39) It was hard for me to .......... my old friend who had been abroad a long time ago.
a. recognise b. know c) realise d) visualise
40. The government does its best to reform the educational .......... a) procession b) succession c) presentation d) system
41- I worked hard all day round, but I had failed to .......... my goal.
a. find b. follow c) score d) achieve
42. Companies need highly qualified staff, so they .......... them with many training courses.
a) provide b) provide c) offer d) offer
43. You would be in a blizzard if the weather was very .......... a) windy b) hot and windy c) rainy d) snowy and windy
44. Firefighters are still .......... to contain more than 100 blazes.
a. work b. worker c. at work d. in working
45. .......... food is robbed of most of its nutrients.
46. He refused to eat the food as it gave .......... an unpleasant smell.
a) set b) clear c) make d) set
47. Humans have the .......... to love, which is not owned by machines or appliances.
a. right b. power c. energy d. worth
48. The minister took the full .......... for the disaster and resigned.
a) responsible b) irresponsible c) responsibility d) irresponsibly
49- I was ..........by Nelson Mandela as he was a great man.
a. injected b) described c) interested d) inspired
50. Mom's .......... for tennis makes her practises every day.
a. enthusiasm b) dissipative c) enthusiasm d) dissapate
51-These drugs are only .......... on prescription.
a. valuable b. available c. value d. availability
52. Some companies pay to have their websites .......... first in search results.
a. increase b. appearance c. find d. find
53. People brought up in different times hold different social .......... a. values b. available c. values d. valuses
54- always respect your work .........., both male and female.
a. colleges b. collections c. catalogues d. colleagues
55. Despite the storms, she continues to argue, she remains fiercely .......... to her mother.
a. royal b. loyal c. dishonest d. intolerant
56- when the doctor .......... the small child, he cried loudly.
a. injected b) preferred c) objected d) interested
57- Electronic legs and arms can be moved like a normal .......... a. arm b. limb c. leg d. limbs
58. The .......... Revolution started in England towards the end of the eighteenth century.
a) artificial b) agriculture c) culture d) industrial
59- After months of negotiations, they eventually persuaded them to sign a peace .......... a. treaty b) treatment c) threat d) deal
60. He had problems getting a work .......... for the States.
a) licence b) permission c) degree d) permit
61. Photosynthesis is a very .......... process.
a) artificial b) complex c) cancelling d) causing
62. His parents don't think he has enough .......... to live on his own.
a. impression b. emission c) depression d) impression
63. He always respect your work ................, both male and female.
a. colleges b. collections c. catalogues d. colleagues
55. Despite the storms, she continues to argue, she remains fiercely .......... to her mother.
a. royal b. loyal c. dishonest d. intolerant
56- when the doctor .......... the small child, he cried loudly.
a. injected b) preferred c) objected d) interested
57- Electronic legs and arms can be moved like a normal .......... a. arm b. limb c. leg d. limbs
58. The .......... Revolution started in England towards the end of the eighteenth century.
a) artificial b) agriculture c) culture d) industrial
59- After months of negotiations, they eventually persuaded them to sign a peace .......... a. treaty b) treatment c) threat d) deal
60. He had problems getting a work .......... for the States.
a) licence b) permission c) degree d) permit
61. Photosynthesis is a very .......... process.
a) artificial b) complex c) cancelling d) causing
62. His parents don't think he has enough .......... to live on his own.
a. impression b. emission c) depression d) impression
63. The .......... reform brought about great change in the lives of the common people.
a. economic b. economical c. electrical d. electronic
64- Without someone to turn to for advice, making the most .......... can be difficult.
a. appointed b. comprehended c. appropriate d. uploaded
65. The .......... of the research is to try to find out more about the causes of the disease.
a) influence b) suppose c) propose d) purpose
66. The children had an .......... about over what game to play.
a) permission b) agreement c) achievement d) argument
67- I worked hard all day round, but I had failed to .......... my goal.
a. find b. follow c) score d) achieve
68- going to school teaches children to .......... well with other people.
a. manually b. maturity c) normality d) punctuality
69- .......... mobiles is cheap nowadays.
5a. Used b. Use c) Using d) User
70. His parents don't think he has enough .......... to live on his own.
a. impression b. emission c) depression d) impression
71. His parents don't think he has enough .......... to live on his own.
a. impression b. emission c) depression d) impression
72) Why don't you .......... that you are not right?
a. disagree b. pray c) deny d) admit
73. Sham El-Nassim .......... the beginning of spring in Egypt.
a. favourite b. marks c) celebrate d. respect
74. Most employers nowadays seek highly .......... employees.
a. qualified b. qualification c) quality d) qualify
75- .......... are small objects that explode or burn with a coloured light.
a. fireworks b. fire brigades c) Firefighters d) Fireworks
76. The .......... Reform is .......... well with other people.
a. manually b. maturity c) normality d) punctuality
77. The road signs were very .......... and we ended up getting lost.
a. confusion b. confused c) confusing d) confuse
78- Our ........... Reform is .......... well with other people.
a. manually b. maturity c) normality d) punctuality
79. Some studies show a strong .......... between pesticide use and certain diseases.
a. importance b. association c. coronation d. confession
80- I'm eating less than usual because I don't want to .......... too much weight.
a) achieve b) gain c) win d) earn
1) What ………. at midday yesterday?
   a. are you doing     b. were you doing   c. you were doing    d. have you done
2) Kamal ………… an English person before he met my friend Jack.
   a. did not meet     b. has not met   c. won’t meet     d. had not met
3) If there was a bus …………. to her village, Mona and her brother …………. to school.
   a. had always walked  b. were walking  c. have always walked  d. walked
4) When we saw the hotel, we …………. that it was a great place for a holiday.
   a. were knowing  b. had known  c. have known  d. knew
5) The writer wrote his first story when he …………. at university.
   a. was being    b. had been    c. has been    d. has been
6) Dina …………. the test when the teacher told them to stop.
   a. has not finished  b. hadn’t finished  c. not finishing  d. haven’t finished
7) The car …………. fast when it hit the tree.
   a. was moving  b. moves  c. has moved  d. is moving
8) The tourists …………. until they had reached the top of the mountain.
   a. didn’t stop  b. stopped  c. haven’t stopped  d. didn’t stop
9) I …………. the office until I had checked that all the doors were locked.
   a. won’t leave  b. wouldn’t leave  c. hadn’t left  d. wasn’t left
10- Maya …………. the fruit carefully before she bought it.
    a. had checked  b. checks  c. has checked  d. checking
11- Ahmed’s grandmother …………. ill when he visited her yesterday.
    a. was seeming  b. had seemed  c. seemed  d. has seemed
12- I didn’t go to school until I …………. breakfast.
    a. have  b. had  c. have had  d. had had
13- Having …………. the visa, I booked a flight to the USA.
    a. received  b. had received  c. to receive  d. receiving
14- As soon as I saw the accident, I …………. the ambulance.
    a. phone  b. will phone  c. had phoned  d. phoned
15- I didn’t answer the phone because I …………. to the phone.
    a. was doing  b. doing  c. have done  d. done
16- I always …………. breakfast before I went to school.
    a. was eating  b. had eaten  c. to eat  d. ate
17- The train left when I …………. the station. I caught it.
    a. had reached  b. reached  c. have reached  d. reach
18- While he was at home, a man knocked at the door and asked for help.
    a. had been  b. was being  c. was  d. am being
19- Yesterday evening, we …………. for our English test when all the lights went out.
    a) revising  b) were revising  c) revised  d) had revised
20- As soon as I got to the station, I realised that I …………. my train.
    a) had missed  b) had missed  c) has missed  d) miss
21- Ola is nervous because she …………. A talk to the class before
    a) never  b) had never given  c) never used to give  d) has never given
22- I haven’t seen the new adventure film ………….
    a) as  b) yet  c) already  d) never
23- Ahmed …………. London. He is going to return to Cairo next week.
    a. has gone  b. has been  c. has gone to  d. has been to
24- Karim has been really good at English ………… he went to England on holiday last summer.
    a) when  b) for  c) although  d) since
25- You can see Ali now because he …………. home.
    a) has just gone  b. has gone  c. had gone  d. gone
26- My little brother is sad because he …………. his favourite toy.
    a) is breaking  b. was breaking  c. had broken  d. broken
27- Ali isn’t here. He …………. to the park.
    a) has been  b. has gone  c. had been  d. gone
28- We have a lot of food in the kitchen because my mother …………. to the shops.
    a) has never been  b. has just gone  c. has just been  d. has been
29- I haven’t seen Mazen …………. the last time we met in Alexandria.
    a) while  b) when  c) for  d) since
30- My uncle …………. as a taxi driver for ten years. Now, he is a worker in a big clothes factory.
    a) works  b) was working  c) has worked  d) worked
31- You needn’t make food. I …………. a good meal already.
    a) was cooking  b) have cooked  c) cooked  d) had cooked
32- I haven’t met the minister …………. It’s the first time to meet him.
    a) yet  b) already  c) ever  d) just
33- It’s two weeks since we last ………….
    a) have been doing the exercise …………. How fast I
34- Nothing like this …………. to me.
    a) has never happened  b) has ever happened  c) has not happened  d) have ever happened
35- Have you finished doing the exercise …………. How fast I
    a) yet  b) already  c) even  d) just
36- Don’t be late, the bus …………. At exactly ten o’clock.
    a) leaves  b-going to leave  c- has left  d-left
37- A lot of people are waiting for the museum to open. It …………. busy there today.
    a) is  b- was  c-being  d-has been
38- It is very hot in the house. I …………. on the air conditioner.
    a) am turning  b- turn  c- will turn  d-am going to turn
39- We cannot use classroom five tomorrow because they …………. the walls.
    a) have painted  b - will have painted  c- are painting  d- will paint
40- The mechanic …………. repairing your car by the end of the week.
    a) will finish  b- will have finished  c- will be finishing  d-is finishing
41- By this time tomorrow, my father …………. to England.
    a) will fly  b would fly  c will have flown  d flies
42- Your bags look heavy. I …………. you to carry them.
    a) am helping  b- am helping  c-will help  d-will help
43- My grandfather …………. 70 on his next birthday!
    a) is going to finish  b) will finish  c) finishes  d) be finished
44- At ten o’clock tomorrow, I …………. on a train to Aswan.
    a) travel  b will have travelled  c going to travel  d- will be travelling
45- Ziad is going to America next month. He …………. to one of the world’s continents.
    a) has been  b- will go  c- will be going  d-has been
46- I feel terrible with a severe stomachache. I think I …………. be sick.
    a) should  b- am going to  c- am to  d-will
47- They’ve got the tickets. They …………. to England!
    a) fly  b-will fly  c will have flown  d- are going to fly
48- Look, there’s a sandstorm. I …………. the windows.
    a) was closing  b-close  c-am going to close  d-am closing
49- There’s a good film on TV tonight. It …………. at ten o’clock.
    a) is going to finish  b) will finish  c- is finishing  d- has finished
50- There’s a good film on TV tonight. I think that it …………. at ten o’clock.
    a) will finish  b- is finishing  c) is going to finish  d) finishes
51- The other team’s players are very big. It …………. a difficult match.
    a) is going to be  b-will be  c-will finish  d- will be finishing
52- I can’t visit you because I …………. my homework this evening.
    a) have to do  b) have to doing  c) am doing  d-do
53- The other team’s players are very big. It …………. a difficult match.
    a) is  b-is going to be  c-will be  d-is being
54- Omar …………. mother is a scientist, always does well in the science tests.
    a) who  b- who’s  c who  d for whom
55- Tanta is the city …………. my grandparents were born.
    a) whose  b where  c who  d whose
56- This is the book …………. my favourite character goes to the Arctic.
    a which  b where  c who  d which
57- I could not decide …………. to wear to the wedding party.
    a which  b-what  c what  d who
58- The shop …………. I visited last week, has some great souvenirs.
    a when  b where  c who  d which
59- Jomana, .................. is good friends with my sister, is really good at tennis.  
 a who  b whose  c what  d which

60- This is the book .................. I stayed when I was young.  
 a which  b what  c where  d when

61- This is a book .................. the hero travels to space.  
 a which  b where  c in which  d at which

62- Saturday, ............ we always play football, is always a busy day for me.  
 a that  b which  c on which  d at which

63- The bridge ............... is near my house is more than two hundred years old  
 a that  b to which  c where  d what

64- My uncle lives in Al-Mahala ............... is a big industrial city.  
 a whose  b where  c what  d who

65- Mrs. Eman has got her Ph. D ............... we all congratulated her.  
 a to which  b about which  c on which  d which

66- Shakespeare was a great playwright ............... plays are famous everywhere.  
 a who's  b whose  c who  d which

67- The electric machines ............... in Japan are used everywhere.  
 a are made  b made  c making  d are making

68- He spoke badly about my teacher ............... made me angry; I like and respect my teacher so much.  
 a what  b which  c whom  d when

69- The early morning is the best time ............... I do sport in.  
 a what  b which  c who  d when

70- Fortunley, I found the mobile .........  
 a I had lost it  b which I had lost it  c I had lost  d that I had lost it

71- The manager with .......... I work is very friendly.  
 a whose  b that  c whom  d who

72- Tomorrow, I'm going to a meeting ............... we're going to discuss women's role in society.  
 a at which  b by which  c from which  d to which

73- They said something very cruel ............... I think they should apologise  
 a at which  b by which  c to which  d for which

74- That is the stadium ......... we saw the cup final.  
 a which  b at which  c at  d that

75- My friend ............... flat we live, travelled to London two years ago.  
 a who  b which  c in which  d in whose

76- There are two restaurants by the park and they are ............... very good.  
 a which  b that  c which  d who

77- Grandmother says that my brothers and I can ............... take a cake from the kitchen.  
 a every  b either  c each  d both

78- .................. the rice that you need is in the cupboard.  
 a either  b neither  c every  d which

80- Our school is ............... kilometre from my house.  
 a half of  b half  c half of a  d half a

81- My mother gave ............... child at the party a small present.  
 a all  b every  c each  d which

82- Hamdi wants to study ............... English history at university, but he's not sure.  
 a which  b that  c each  d both

83- There was a fire in the toyshop and ............... toy was damaged.  
 a both  b all  c every  d half

84- Lina has two brothers, but they are not good at basketball because ............... tall.  
 a either  b both  c neither  d neither is

85- .................. player in the team was given a medal  
 a all  b every  c half of  d both

86- Maya asked Mona and me to the park this afternoon, but ............... of us can go. We are shopping.  
 a either  b both  c neither  d all

87- I go to the school library ............... week.  
 a neither  b every  c each  d each

88- .................. they were late; no one arrived early.  
 a Neither  b both of  c Ali  d All of

89- Ali's brothers are highly-qualified; one is a teacher and the other is an engineer.  
 a Each  b both  c Neither  d Every

90- Ali couldn't decide which of the two T-shirts to buy; he likes ...............  
 a either  b neither  c both  d every

91- In a basket match ............... team has 5 players.  
 a neither  b both  c every  d each

92- Do you want tea or coffee? ............... I don't mind.  
 a Neither  b Both  c Either  d Every

93- The price of the two jackets is reasonable ............... is expensive.  
 a Neither  b Either  c Every  d None

94- My brother spends ............... of her time reading short stories.  
 a either  b each  c half  d both

95- I don't like ............... of the trousers; both are old fashioned.  
 a either  b neither  c every  d none

96- Two men wanted to marry her, but she accepted ............... of their offers.  
 a both  b every  c each  d half

97- She spent nearly ............... her life at home.  
 a both  b either  c every  d all

98- I gave each of my three brothers a card and ............... my parents a present.  
 a every  b each  c all  d both

99- I was very hungry so I had ............... the cheese and the chicken sandwich  
 a All  b Both  c Either  d Each

100- My mother said I could have ............... a cheese or a chicken sandwich  
 a either  b each  c neither  d both

101- We looked at two hotels on the internet and ............... of them would be great for a holiday.  
 a which  b both  c each  d all

102- ............... of the five tourists from the north of Europe had blond hair.  
 a each  b both  c every  d both

103- I have got two watches , but ............... of them works properly  
 a all  b neither  c both  d either

104- It is ............... big car that all the family can travel in it.  
 a a  b such  c enough  d such a

105- Ahmed thinks that it is ............... not to play tennis in the park today.  
 a too  b such  c enough  d such a

106- The question was ............... difficult that nobody could answer it.  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

107- My sister is ............... to go to school. She is only two.  
 a so old  b too old  c not old enough  d such old

108- The light from the sun is ............... strong that you cannot look at it.  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

109- This bag is very heavy, I'm not strong ............... to lift it!  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

110- The bus went ............... slowly that it was quicker to walk!  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

111- This is ............... an exciting book that I don't want to stop reading it!  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

112- The phone is ............... for her to buy. She doesn't have enough money.  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too

113- I'm ............... to go to the cinema.  
 a too busy  b busy enough  c so busy  d such a busy

114- My brother is careful............. to avoid making silly mistakes.  
 a too  b such  c enough  d so

115- They are ............... thrilling short stories that I read them twice.  
 a such  b enough  c so  d such a

116- The party was interesting. It's ............... pity that you didn't join us.  
 a too  b such  c enough  d such a

117- There are times when you can't work hard ............... to live comfortably.  
 a such  b enough  c so  d too
118- The question is __________________________ for the little boy to answer.
a such difficult b difficult enough c so difficult d too difficult

119- The food in that restaurant is __________________________ that we go every week.
a such good b good enough c so good d too good

120- It was __________________________ game that we didn’t finish it until ten o’clock.
a such a long b long enough c so long d too long

121- Hamdi is __________________________ to answer the difficult questions.
a too b so c enough d such

122- There were __________________________ many people in the room that we couldn’t breathe.
a too b so c enough d such

123- Tarek is __________________________ friendly person that everyone likes him.
a such a b so c too d such

124- The stadium is __________________________ to hold 50,000 spectators.
a big such b big enough c so big d too big

125- That old hotel, __________________________ as a museum in the future.

126- Around six hours a day, _______________ checking emails in many offices.
a a spent to spend b are are spent c spent are to be spent d are being spent

127- Drive carefully here because the road __________________________.

130- The teacher says that a new subject __________________________ next week.
a is taught b will be taught c will teach d is going to teach

131- Our rubbish __________________________ every week.
a are collected b is collected c is collecting d are collecting

132- We can’t get on the plane yet because it __________________________.
a is cleaning b b is cleaned c has been cleaned d is being cleaned

133- Look! Some flowers __________________________ by those children for today’s spring festival.
a have been given b were given c are given d were being given

134- Could your maths problem __________________________?

1-b be solving 2- b be solved c-solve d being solved

135- Is the exercise __________________________ now?
a is doing b b being done c do d be done

136- There is a hole in the roof, which needs __________________________ at.
a a to be repairing b to be looking to be look d be looked

137- I wouldn’t like __________________________ (given instructions).
a) to be b) being c) has been d) had been

138- I don’t want __________________________ any more.
a a to receive b to be received c being received d to have received

139- I don’t like __________________________ at.
a) to people laughing b) having laughed c) being laughed d) people laughed

140- After the death of her husband, the poor woman was thought __________________________ from amnesia.
a is suffered b to have suffered c suffer d to be suffered

141- Our house __________________________, decorated yet.
a hasn’t b hasn’t been c hasn’t been d won’t have

142- The police said that the windows __________________________ before the thieves went into the building.
a a broke b had broken c have been broken d had been broken

143- All the cakes in that shop __________________________ by my aunt. She works there.
a made b were making c have been made d have c

144- A lot more birds __________________________ on the shore this year.
a have been seen b) has been seen c) had been seen d saw

145- When the police arrived at the bank, they realised that the money __________________________.
a had taken b has been taken c had been taken d has taken

146- The very old house, __________________________ yesterday.
a was collapsed b collapsed c has collapsed d has been collapsed

147- Having __________________________, the criminal admitted killing the old lady.
a questioned b being questioned c been questioned d to be questioned

148- As soon as I ………… the good news, I got excited.
a was telling b was told c had told d have been told

149- I _______________ while I was doing my homework.
a was preparing b is preparing c was being prepared d has been prepared

150- Since I travelled to London, no emails ………… from my old friend. So, I’m worried about him.
a a are received b have received c have been received d were received

151- The thief ………… before he tried to escape.
a was too clever  b had been too clever c has been too clever d is arrested

152- My car ………… before I travelled to Hurghada.
a is checked b had to be checked c had checked d had to check

153- The secretary was made ………… twenty letters in only three hours.
a to type b. typed c. to type d. typing

154- The student decided not to make that mistake again after ………….
a. punishing b. punished c. had punished d. being punished

155- Many exams were …………before the final one.
a be answered b to be answered c have to have answered d be answering

157- Leila usually ………… twice a year.
a has her teeth checked b checks her teeth c has checked her teeth d get her teeth checked

158- Wait there and I’ll ………… Yasser to help you with those bags.
a have b get c let d make

159- My father ………… me tidy my room this morning.
a got b had c has d cause

160- I usually ………… once a month.
a make b to make c have made d have my hair cut

161- You can ………… on a T-shirt in that shop.
a printing your name b have put your name c get your name printed d get printed your name

162- My mother ………… to help her to do the shopping this morning.
a got b made c let d get

163- Yesterday, we ………… our roof repaired after the storm.
a have had b have b have to have c had to have

164- The teacher ………… us copy the notes from the blackboard.
a got b caused c had d allowed

165- Mariam ………… the windows yesterday. They look nice and clean now!
a got b was caused c had d allowed

166- The head of the school ………… the computers checked once a year.
a has b was have c was got d did

167- We won’t paint our house ourselves. We ………… by a clever painter.
a do b going to paint c have painted it d will paint it

168- And going to have your shoes polished? No, I will ………… myself.
a get it polished b polish it c polish them d have them polished

169- They are having ………….
a a painting their house b their house painting c their house painted d their house paint

170- I will ………… tomorrow.
a get his car repaired b repairs his car c has repaired his car d got his car repaired

171- If you don’t know how to use the computer, get your older brother ………… you.
a help b helped c to help d helps

172- Walid had his eyes …………. last week, and now he needs to wear glasses.
a testing b tested c testing b tested
d-tested

173- I don’t cut my hair myself. I ………….
a help b have help c to help d helps

174- Before the meeting, the manager always gets the reports ………….
a typing b to type c type d typed

175- Khaled told me he …………. basketball the day before.
a play b had played c has played d was played

176- Samira said that they …………. all of Cairo from the top of the tower.
a see b could be seen c could see d have seen
177- The teacher told us that Russia .......... the biggest country in the world.  
a) is 
b) were 
c) has been  
d) would be  
178 Leila says that she .............. ready to go to the shops.  
a) is ready 
b) have been ready 
c) was ready 
d) were ready  
179- Mother said that we could watch television after........ our homework.  
a) a 
b) b 
c) c 
d) d 
180 Haytam said that it .............. hot that day.  
a) a will be 
b) b would be 
c) c is 
d) d is being  
181- Mohamed ...................... me that he had had a busy morning.  
a) said 
b) explained 
c) told 
d) admitted  
182- Eman said that Damascus .......... the capital of Syria.  
a) is 
b) be 
c) been  
d) is being  
183- Karim promised that he .............. us the next morning.  
a) will 
b) would phone 
c) phoned 
d) phoned  
184- The manager declared that the company ............ brilliant workers the next month.  
a) had promoted  
b) is promoting 
c) have promoted  
d) was going to promote  
185- Hatim tells us that he .............. the summer holiday in Alexandria when he finishes exams.  
a) has spent 
b) is going to spend 
c) had spent 
d) would spend  
186- The social studies teacher told us that Asia .............. the largest continent in the world.  
a) was 
b) is 
c) been  
d) will be  
187- Ali told me that he .............. his homework at that moment.  
a) had done 
b) has been doing 
c) will do 
d) was doing  
188- My friend told me that he .............. the visa to USA until he paid for it.  
a) had told 
b) hadn't been told 
c) hadn't told 
d) hadn't been told  
189- Samir informed me that he .............. about the result of the interview yet.  
a) didn't tell 
b) haven't been told 
c) hadn't told 
d) hadn't been told  
190- They promised that they .............. as soon as they arrived.  
a) a phone 
b) b phone 
c) c phoned 
d) d will phone  
191- Tarek explained they were hot because they..............  
a) a will play 
b) b would play 
c) c are playing 
d) d have been playing  
192- She said that she .............. to visit Cairo the following week.  
a) a will want 
b) b would want 
c) c had wanted 
d) d had wanted  
193- Ahmed promised that he .............. me as soon as the plane landed.  
a) will phone 
b) b would phone 
c) phoned 
d) phones  
194- I told him that we .............. interviewing any more people today.  
a) a haven't 
b) b hadn't 
c) c weren't 
d) d aren't  
195- I asked Imad .............. he often wrote stories.  
a) a that 
b) b whether 
c) c wants 
d) d does  
196- My brother asked me if we.............. to the station.  
a) a shall go 
b) b go 
c) c went 
d) d should go  
197- Nawal asked me where .............. dinner the night before.  
a) a I had eaten 
b) b have had 
c) c had 
d) d have I  
198- Hala asked Ola .............. the following Monday.  
a) a what will she do 
b) b what would she do 
c) c what would she do 
d) d what will she do  
199- The teacher wanted to know which exams I ..............  
a) a passed 
b) b have passed 
c) c am passing 
d) d has passed  
200- Please, let me know where ..............  
a) a can we meet 
b) b we are going to meet 
c) c we would meet 
d) d will we meet  
201- Could you tell me why .............. to the hospital yesterday?  
a) a did you go 
b) b had you gone 
c) c you went 
d) d you had gone  
202- My father asked why .............. that loud noise.  
a) a we were making 
b) b were making 
c) c we will make 
d) d had we made  
203- My friend inquired if or not I'd accept that offer.  
a) a if 
b) b whether 
c) c that 
d) d which  
204- Could you tell me why .............. to the hospital yesterday?  
a) a did you go 
b) b had you gone 
c) c you went 
d) d you had gone  
205- Adel wonders when .............. back home as he needs my help urgently.  
a) a has 
b) b he has 
c) c will 
d) d will be  
206- Rawia asked Kholoud what .............. the evening before.  
a) a was she doing 
b) b she had done 
c) c had she done 
d) d she would do  
207- She asked me which subjects I .............. the following year.  
a) a will study 
b) b was studying 
c) c studied 
d) d had studied  
208- She asked me where I .............. at that moment.  
a) a am living 
b) b would live 
c) c was living 
d) d had lived  
209- I asked him if .............. poems.  
a) a did he often write 
b) b he wrote often 
c) c he often wrote 
d) d he often write  
210- The teacher suggested that .............. the exercise again.  
a) a do 
b) b were doing 
c) c did we 
d) d did we  
211- Sayed recommended .............. the ice cream.  
a) a to try 
b) b tried 
c) c trying 
d) d that try  
212- My father advised me .............. to bed early because I had a test the next day.  
a) a go 
b) b going 
c) c to go 
d) d went  
213- The ship's captain ordered the sailors .............. harder.  
a) a work 
b) b working 
c) c must work 
d) d must work  
214- My friends suggested .............. to the sports club after school.  
a) a to go 
b) b go 
c) c going 
d) d went  
215- The teacher warned the students .............. time.  
a) a go to 
b) b wasted 
c) c don't waste 
d) d no waste  
216- I suggested that Ali .............. to the club with us.  
a) a went 
b) b to go 
c) c go 
d) d going  
217- My friend suggested .............. for the next bus.  
a) a to waiting 
b) b not waiting 
c) c we waited 
d) d don't waiting  
218- It was cold outside so my mother recommended that we .............. coats.  
a) a buy 
b) b buying 
c) c wears 
d) d are wearing  
219- The policeman said that .............. park there!  
a) a don't 
b) b not to 
c) c shouldn't 
d) d must not  
220- Maya admitted .............. a mistake and said, “Sorry.”  
a) a say 
b) b to make 
c) c said 
d) d with making  
221- I regret .............. that book. It's not very good.  
a) a to buy 
b) b buying 
c) c buy 
d) d buying  
222- We don't have any bread because Ali forgot .............. some from the baker's.  
a) a buy 
b) b to buy 
c) c buy 
d) d to buying  
223- It was strange in England because we were not used to .............. people can drink the left.  
a) a drive 
b) b drove 
c) c to drive 
d) d driving  
224- Shaimaa stopped .............. children's books when she went to secondary school.  
a) a reading 
b) b to read 
c) c read 
d) d to reading  
225- Karim admitted .............. the plate and said he was sorry.  
a) a break 
b) b breaking 
c) c breaks 
d) d break  
226- I regret .............. that we can't go to the science museum next week. There are no more tickets.  
a) a say 
b) b said 
c) c to say 
d) d have said  
227- When you go to Alexandria, you .............. visit the library. It's amazing!  
a) a go 
b) b going 
c) c will 
d) d need  
228- I regret .............. this old car; it usually breaks down.  
a) a buying 
b) b to buy 
c) c for buying 
d) d buy  
229- It's no good .............. a lot of sweets; you will gain more weight.  
a) a eat 
b) b to eating 
c) c eating 
d) d eat  
230- I can't help .............. when I speak with my little grandchild.  
a) a laugh 
b) b to laugh 
c) c laughing 
d) d laughing  
231- When the children stopped .............. everyone clapped.  
a) a singing 
b) b to singing 
c) c to singing 
d) d singing  
232- Before you go to London, you should practise .............. English.  
a) a to speak 
b) b to speaking 
c) c speaking 
d) d to speaking  
233- I stopped .............. a newspaper. I stopped in order to do that.  
a) a buying 
b) b to buy 
c) c be bought 
d) d buy  
234- I'm looking forward .............. to a good university.  
a) a go 
b) b to go 
c) c going 
d) d to going  
235- If I were you, I'd avoid .............. into the city during the festival.  
a) a going 
b) b to going 
c) c going 
d) d going  
236- Their teacher is used to .............. students with their homework.  
a) a helps 
b) b helping 
c) c help 
d) d be helping
237-If you can't remember an English word, try.........it up in the dictionary.
a. look b. looks c. to look d. looks at

238-Dalia always remembers ...: a comic for her niece when she visits her sister.
a. buying b. to buy c. buy d. to buying

239- Do you remember.........: at that hotel? It was very comfortable.
a. a staying b. to stay c. to staying d. stay

240 On my way to school, my father stopped..............: a newspaper.
a. a to buy b. buying c. to buy d. buy

241- Poor Hany.........: go to hospital yesterday after he hurt his hand.
a. a must b. has to c. had to d. needn’t

242- You.............: wash the car. The man at the garage will wash it tomorrow.
a. a mustn’t b. can’t c. might not d. needn’t

243- The sign in the park says that people.............: walk on the grass.
a. a needn’t b. needn’t c. must d. needn’t have

244- I...............: remember to email my cousin today. It’s his birthday.
a. a mustn’t b. needn’t c. must d. ought to

245- We.............: hurry. It only takes ten minutes to the station and we have an hour before the train goes.
a. a mustn’t b. needn’t c. ought not to d. shouldn’t

246- I.............: buy my mother a present on her birthday.
a. needn’t b. had to c. must c. mustn’t

247 I.............: my room yesterday; my sister had already tidied it.
a. don’t have to tidy b. didn’t have to tidy c. had to tidy d. must have tidied

248- I’m sorry for not visiting you last night; I.............: see my doctor.
a. needn’t b. didn’t have to c. had to d. must

249 You are wasteful; you.............: more sugar. We already have a lot at home.
a. mustn’t have b. had to buy c. didn’t have to buy d. needn’t have bought

250 Children.............: wear a uniform in primary schools.
a. a must b. have to c. mustn’t d. shouldn’t

251- You .............: worry still you have a lot of competition to catch the train.
a. don’t have to b. must c. should d. have to

252- You.............: take photos here; it’s a military area.
a. must b. mustn’t c. needn’t d. shouldn’t

253 You.............: try my sister’s cake now. It’s really delicious!
a. needn’t have b. didn’t have to c. couldn’t d. mustn’t

254- I really.............: buy my mother a present on her birthday; One should be grateful.
a. needn’t to b. have to c. mustn’t d. must

255 At an airport, I.............: show my passport.
a. a must b. has to c. had to d. needn’t

256- On my way to school, my father stopped..............: a newspaper.
a. a to buy b. buying c. to buy d. buy

257- You.............: pass a driving test to drive a car in Egypt.
a. a mustn’t b. needn’t c. have to d. must

258- Is it a/an...............: to take this medicine?
a. advice b. advice and necessary c. advice and unnecessary d. must

259- We didn’t have a test today so I.............: for it last night!
a. needn’t revise b. didn’t have to revise c. mustn’t revise d. needn’t have revised

260- You.............: run next to the swimming pool. You might fall over.
a. mustn’t b. needn’t c. don’t have to d. didn’t have to

261- We.............: buy a present for Ali’s birthday. We also have a lot. So I didn’t buy any.
a. a mustn’t b. can’t have bought c. can’t have have bought d. don’t have to

262- Mona.............: her sunglasses because it was cloudy.
a. a had to take b. should have taken c. didn’t have to take d. needn’t take

263- We.............: buy a present for Ali’s birthday. We also have a lot. So I didn’t buy any.
a. have to b. should c. must d. need

264- You.............: park here. It is not allowed.
a. needn’t b. don’t have to c. can’t have to d. didn’t

265- I.............: more bread. We already have a lot. But I bought some.
a. can’t have bought b. needn’t have bought c. didn’t have to buy d. don’t have to

266- I.............: read better make up your mind on.........: you need to buy.
a. whom b. which c. what d. that

267- It’s planned that Mona.............: money to help homeless children.
a. will collect b. is going to collect c. had collected d. is collecting

268- My mother has me.............: the shopping every week.
a. a do b. doing c. to do d. done

269- In the last two hours, I.............: my lessons.
a. a had revised b. have revised c. revise d. revised

270- The doctor advised Sally.............: the pills three times a day.
a. a takes b. would take c. taking d. to take

271- The main dish was.............: good that she ordered another one.
a. a so b. very c. very d. too

272- I stopped.............: the book to answer the phone.
a. a to read b. reading c. read d. reads

273- .......: of the twenty applicants for the job had studied abroad.
a. a. Both b. Either c. All d. Each

274- 10-My flat is tidy. I.............bother myself to get it cleaned today.
a. needn’t b. mustn’t c. don’t have d. must

275- 11-Where.............: to? To prison.
a. a the thieves were taken b. were the thieves taken c. the thieves have been taken d. have the thieves taken

276- 12-As soon as I’d finished my story, I.............the next one.
a. a started b. would start c. was starting d. will start

277- 13- Before going shopping, we’d better decide.............we need to buy.
a. a which b. what c. what’s that d. that

278- 14- We expect thousands of football fans.............: the African Cup in June.
a. a to be attended b. to attend c. attending d. attend

279- 15- Ahmed recommended me.............: the new course.
a. a to enroll b. should enrol c. enrol d. to enrol

280- 16- You.............: show your passport when you travel abroad.
a. a should b. must c. have to d. may

281- 17- The two players did badly in the last match since.............of them had trained well.
a. a. both b. all c. either d. neither

282- 18- Dina.............: last week.
a. a gets her house to decorate b. has her house decorated c. got her house to decorate d. had her house decorated

283- 19- Doctors predict they.............: chronic diseases.
a. a are treating b. will treat c. are going to treat d. will have treated

284- 20- There are times when people can’t work.............: to live comfortably.
a. a too hard b. so hard c. such a hard d. hard enough

285- 21- So far, many schools.............: in rural and urban areas.
a. a will have been built b. are building c. have been built d. were built

286- 22- My brother doesn’t let himself.............: easily by his classmates.
a. a tease b. to be teased c. being teased d. be teased

287- 23- The policeman asked the reporter about.............: he was jogging.
a. a. which b. what c. what’s he doing d. what he was doing

288- 24- The museum typically.............: at 8 a.m.
a. a opens b. is going to open c. opening d. will open

289- 25- This is the table on.............: I put my books.
a. a that b. which c. where d. when

290- 26- They.............: they got home, she had already left.
a. a had been b. had been c. have been d. were

291- 27- He remembered.............: her at a party once.
a. a meet b. to meet c. met d. meeting

292- 28- You.............: go to the bank. I can lend you some money.
a. a needn’t b. don’t have to c. mustn’t d. can’t
29. Adel………………………….He made it himself.
a. has his dinner cooked b. has his dinner been cooked
c. cooks his dinner d. cooked his dinner

30-Oh! I………..my mobile. What can I do?
a. was broken b. have broken c. broke d. had broken

31-Dina informed us that her baby…………….then.
a. had cried b. had been crying c. cried d. was crying

32. Doctors……………..to do their best in case of emergencies.
a. are asked b. have asked c. asked d. are asking

33. She is………………………..creative person that she can solve any problem.
a. so b. too c. enough d. such a

34. I……………..walk home yesterday, as I lost my money.
a. had to b. too c. must d. needn't have

35. Although he is a diabetic, he can't help …………………..chocolate.
a. to eat b. to be eaten c. eat d. eating

36. Liverpool’s players are known to be skilled. They…………… the match easily.
a. are winning b. are going to win c. winning d. will win

37. ………………..spoke has something special. I don’t think I have a favourite.
a. Either b. Every c. All d. Half

38. She………………………….the city before the school trip.
a. has already visited b. had already visited c. visits d. visiting

39. Someone next door………. heavy metal music all night long. I didn’t get a wink of sleep.
a. was playing b. has played c. had been playing d. has been playing

40. Yesterday newspapers said that he ……… three-year contract.
a. had signed b. would have signed c. was singing d. has signed

41. .......... he was a student, he was writing short stories.
a. After b. As soon as c. While d. On

42. Do you object ……… to Hurghada? Where else can we go?
a. to being met b. being met c. met d. been met

43. All got his credit card ………
a. change b. to change c. changing d. changed

44. The book …………..well.
a. is to be revised b. is to be revised c. is to revise d. is to be revising

45. I haven’t seen my cousin in England for five years. I’m sure she ……… a lot!
a. will grow b. will be growing c. will have grown d. will have been growing

46. What was the city of Strelsau like?
a. He is the true King of Ruritania b. He is the King’s father c. He is the King’s half brother d. He is Rudolf Rassendyll’s brother

47. Who is the Duke of Strelsau?
a. They are both officers for a King or Queen b. They both want to be King c. They both look like the King d. They both want to meet the Duke

48. Rudolf has to leave the country before it’s light so that………
a. the Duke can become King b. nobody knows that he pretended to be the King c. the can write a story about what happened d. people don’t think that he poisoned the King

49. What is the reason that Rudolf Rassendyll gives for being lazy?
a. Because he comes from an important family b. Because he doesn’t have a good job c. Because he never has to eat much in the house d. Because he never wants to travel

50. Before you mentioned about him, I …………. of that novelist.
a. hadn’t ever heard b. wasn’t hearing c. haven’t ever heard d. don’t ever hear

51. What was the city of Strelsau like?
a. He did not eat as many cakes as the King b. He feltunhappy c. He never helped in the house d. He was disappointed with the loss

52. I don’t think the film is worth………..
a. seeing b. to see c. to have been seen d. to be seen

53. The teacher told us that the earth ………….. round the sun.
a. go b. went c. goes d. going

54. …………..of the houses was slightly different.
a. All b. Both c. Some d. Each

55. They were …………..close to winning that everyone felt disappointed with the loss.
a. so b. such c. enough d. too

56. Did you remember …………..my letter? Oh, I completely forgot.
a. posted b. post c. to post d. posting

57. Which do you prefer………..football?
a. like b. are liked c. likes d. is liked

58. Who do you think………..Rudolf Rassendyll?
a. He is the true King of Ruritania b. He is the King’s father c. He is the King’s half brother d. He is Rudolf Rassendyll’s brother

59. Why did Rudolf Rassendyll stay in the castle?
a. They are both officers for a King or Queen b. They both want to be King c. They both look like the King d. They both want to meet the Duke

60. In what way is Rudolf Rassendyll like the King?
a. They are not kind men. b. They both have an easy life. c. They both fight a lot. d. They are both English.
18) Why do you think that Rassendyll was afraid when he saw Antoinette de Mauban at the balcony?
   a. Because he thought that she might recognise him.
   b. Because she recognised him.
   c. Because she wanted to marry the King.
   d. Because she knew that he was not the King.

19) Why does Rassendyll have to continue pretending to be the King?
   a. Because the real King has been kidnapped.
   b. Because he enjoys it.
   c. Because he wants to frighten Rassendyll.
   d. Because the Princess asks him.

20) Why can't the Duke kill the real King?
   a. He is already dead.
   b. Because then Rassendyll stays as the King.
   c. He doesn't know where he is.
   d. Because he loves his half brother.

21) Why does Duke Michael want Rassendyll to meet his special soldiers?
   a. He wants to be friendly.
   b. He wants to frighten Rassendyll.
   c. He wants them to work for Rassendyll.
   d. He wants Rassendyll to give them a job.

22) What did Rassendyll do to surprise Sapt and the Marshal when they first arrived?
   a. He wanted to ride through the old town alone.
   b. He wanted to lead all the soldiers.
   c. He wanted to meet Duke Michael.
   d. He wanted to marry Princess Flavia.

23) What did Princess Flavia think of the King (Rassendyll) after the coronation?
   a. She thought that he was the same.
   b. She thought that he had changed.
   c. She knew that he wasn't the King.
   d. She didn't like him.

24) How do Sapt and Rassendyll leave the palace?
   a. Through the city walls.
   b. Through a large gate.
   c. Through a secret passage.
   d. Through a cave.

25) Who are the Six Men?
   a. They are the King's special soldiers.
   b. They are the Duke's best friends.
   c. They are the Duke's special soldiers.
   d. They are men who work for Colonel Sapt.

26) How did Sapt know that the King was at the Castle of Zenda?
   a. Because the King wrote to him.
   b. The drawbridge to the castle was always up.
   c. The Six Men told him.
   d. He saw him there.

27) Why did Antoinette de Mauban write the letter to Rassendyll?
   a. She wanted to help Rassendyll only.
   b. She didn't want to help the King.
   c. She wanted to help Rassendyll.
   d. She asked Michael asked her to write it.

28) Antoinette de Mauban tells Rassendyll
   a. Michael's plan to becoming King.
   b. why she liked Michael.
   c. Why she liked the summer house.
   d. how to escape from Ruritania.

29) Rassendyll wants Princess Flavia to be the new ruler of Ruritania if anything happens to the King.……
   a. he thought that she would be a good ruler.
   b. he wanted to marry her.
   c. he thought that she is better than the King.
   d. this would stop Michael from becoming King.

30) What did Rassendyll think helped people to forgive his mistakes in Strelsau?
   a. He was growing in popularity.
   b. He was good at pretending.
   c. He followed all the rules.
   d. They knew that he was not the King.

31) Why were three of the Six Men at the Castle of Zenda?
   a. They were looking for the Duke.
   b. They were guarding the King.
   c. They were looking for Rassendyll.
   d. They were repairing the drawbridge.

32) Antoinette was no longer staying with Michael as his guest because
   a. she were no longer married.
   b. she wanted to leave Ruritania.
   c. they had had a big argument.
   d. she was trying to catch Rassendyll.

33) Michael wanted to marry Princess Flavia because……
   a. He loved her.
   b. He wanted to become King legally.
   c. He was happy to stop the King marry he.
   d. He wanted Rassendyll marrying her.

34) What did Rupert do to Rassendyll out of the country house?
   a. He asked him for lunch.
   b. He invited him to the castle.
   c. He stabbed him in the shoulder.
   d. He killed him.

35) Where is the King kept in the castle?
   a. on the drawbridge.
   b. in a room next to the castle moat.
   c. in a country house.

36) Michael wanted his men to……. if the castle was attacked.
   a. kill the King and hide the body.
   b. in a room next to the castle moat.
   c. kill Rassendyll.
   d. in a country house.

37) How did Rupert try to stop Rassendyll and his men from visiting the Castle of Zenda?
   a. He said that the Duke had a dangerous illness.
   b. He said that there was nobody at the castle.
   c. He said that the building was going to fall down.
   d. He said that the servants were all dangerous.

38) Why couldn't Rupert say that Rassendyll was not the real King in public?
   a. Nobody would believe him.
   b. People would know that he had kidnaped the King.
   c. He was frightened of Rassendyll.
   d. He was frightened of the Duke.

39) Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz decided to……
   a. To marry Flavia.
   b. To be the King.
   c. To meet Rassendyll.
   d. To meet Antoinette de Mauban.

40) Who was named declared of King of Ruritania?
   a. Rudolf Elphberg.
   b. Rudolf Rassendyll.
   c. Robert Rassendyll.

41) Why didn't Sapt shoot Duke Michael when he saw him in the forest with Max Holf?
   a. Because he thought that he was in deep sleep.
   b. Because she was innocent.
   c. Because he was supposed to be served to be killed.
   d. Because he was afraid of punishment.

42) Why was Antoinette de Mauban a prisoner in the Duke's mansion?
   a. Because she is a murderer.
   b. Because she wants to marry the Duke.
   c. Because she wants to marry Rassendyll.
   d. Because the Duke cannot trust her.

43) They thought he was a...........
   a. To marry Flavia.
   b. To be the King.
   c. To meet Rassendyll.
   d. To meet Antoinette de Mauban.

44) The poor people supported the Duke because he........
   a. had always lived abroad.
   b. was almost a stranger.
   c. promised them a better future.
   d. wanted to marry Flavia.

45) Who did the inn keeper in Zenda support?
   a. Rudolf Rassendyll.
   b. Johann.
   c. The King.
   d. Rassendyll.

46) Why didn't Sapt shoot Michael at the fork?
   a. as he was afraid.
   b. as he wasn't sure.
   c. as he liked him.
   d. as it wouldn't help the King.

47) Why did the poor people in the capital want Duke Michael to be the King?
   a. They thought Michael to change.
   b. They thought Michael to stay as the same.
   c. They had different appearance.
   d. They had identical personalities.

48) Why was Rassendyll very careful when he talked to Princess Flavia?
   a. She might love him.
   b. She might realise that he wasn't the King.
   c. They had different appearance.
   d. They had identical personalities.

49) How were Rassendyll and the King different?
   a. They had different appearance.
   b. They had different characters.
   c. They had identical personalities.
   d. They had identical skills.

50) Why was Johann's mother locked in the cellar with the King?
   a. She overheard Colonel Sapt's plan.
   b. So as not to leave the King alone.
   c. She worked for Rassendyll.
   d. She was the King's wife.

51) how did Sapt, Fritz and Rassendyll justify the King's unconsciousness?
   a. They were in deep sleep.
   b. They thought he was poisonous.
   c. He was thought to be dead.
   d. He was thought to be joking.

52) How did Rassendyll and Sapt get a permit from the King to leave the city?
   a. Rassendyll signed the paper.
   b. Sapt signed the paper.
   c. Duke Michael gave them a permit.
   d. Duke Michael asked the king to sign it.

53) What did Sapt do to persuade the guard's daughter at the gate to give him the key?
   a. He gave her a form and a gold coin.
   b. He gave her a form and a ring.
   c. He gave her a form and a coin.
   d. She gave him a horse and a coin.

54) What do you think the message "all is well" means?
   a. The king was still alive.
   b. He gave her a form and a coin.
   c. the King was killed.
   d. He was thought to be joking.

55) Rupert wanted to punish Antoinette de Mauban because……
   a. she helped the king.
   b. she wanted to marry Michael.
   c. she wrote letters to the Princess.
   d. she sent letters to Rassendyll.
56. Why did Rassendyll and his men go to the castle, the first time?
   a. To rescue the king. b. To kill Michael. c. To explore the castle. d. To swim.
   57. Rassendyll couldn't come to Tarragon because ........
   a. he had a dangerous illness  b. he was too busy
   c. it was too far      d. he was leaving for Strelsau.
   58. Regardless of Rose's opinion, Rudolf Rassendyll has........
   a. been lazy all his life   b. never done anything useful
   c. studied hard and learned a lot   d. never helped his brother
   59. Why couldn't Michael tell the truth?  
   a. He didn't have a proof.   b. He would admit kidnapping the king.
   c. The people wouldn't believe him. d. He was afraid of Rassendyll.
   60. What did Rassendyll ask Flavia to do if he didn't come back?
   a. To go after him. b. To tell his family in England.
   c. To send him a letter every day. d. To be a queen for him.
   61. What was Johann's excuse mentioned on seeing Rassendyll in the inn?
   a. Rassendyll was exactly like the King. b. He didn't expect to see any new guests there.
   c. Rassendyll rode through the old town with him. d. He thought that Rassendyll was the King.
   62. Rassendyll proved to be a man with honour when he...........
   a. chose a new servant to replace Joseph   b. insisted on saving the King
   c. kept some secrets from Sapt and Fritz  d. didn't like Michael
   63. Why did Sapt tell Flavia to come alone to the King behind the tree?
   a. To meet the King at the forest  b. To protect her from the Duke.
   c. Because the King ordered him to bring her  d. To keep Rassendyll's secret from the Marshal.
   64. Rassendyll rode through the old town to let the poor know that ...........
   a. he didn't need the soldiers b. he didn't trust the Marshal.
   c. the King trusted them   d. he knew they supported Michael
   65. De Mauban sent a letter to the princess to ............
   a. invite her to visit Zenda  b. warn her against the Duke
   c. tell her about Rassendyll  d. let her know the King's place
   66. When would Sapt get the King to Strelsau?
   a. Two weeks after the coronation. b. On the same day but later.
   c. Three days after the coronation. d. After getting rid of Michael.
   67. Why did Sapt go to the station early instead of waiting for Duke Michael's guards?
   a. So that Michael's men wouldn't catch them. b. They wanted to have breakfast at the station.
   c. They told the Marshal the truth. d. They sent a telegram for Flavia.
   68. What did the King say that they would no longer work for him?
   a. He had always hidden in the forest. b. He had always lived with them.
   c. He had always lived in Ruritania. d. He had always lived abroad
   69. Who were locked in the cellar?
   a. The King and his brother. b. Rassendyll and Johann's mother.
   70. What did Sapt want Rassendyll to do after the King was kidnapped?
   a. To return to England immediately. b. To complete his game in Strelsau.
   c. To kill Duke Michael. d. To take Fritz's place at the king's room.
   71. How did Sapt and Rassendyll get a permit from the King?
   a. Rassendyll signed a King's form. b. Sapt copied the King's signature.
   c. Fritz did it for them. d. Rassendyll imitated the King's handwriting.
   72. When Rassendyll talked to Detchard at the summer house, what did Detchard offer him?
   a. A safe journey and a million pounds. b. A safe journey and a thousand pounds.
   c. Fifty thousand English pounds and safety. d. A million gold pieces and safety.
   73. Why did Rassendyll and Sapt need a permit to leave the city?
   a. Michael was controlling the city. b. The girl at the gate asked them to do so.
   c. They had to hand her a permit before they left. d. Rassendyll and Sapt didn't have it.
   74. What did Fritz do while Sapt and Rassendyll went to Zenda?
   a. He guarded the King. b. He guarded the King's body.
   c. He guarded the cellar. d. He guarded the King's room.
   75. Why did Rassendyll visit the Princess?
   a. He loved her. b. He wanted to marry her.
   c. He wanted her to fight with him against Michael. d. In order to benefit from her popularity.
   76. Why did Rassendyll know that the Six Men also knew his secret?
   a. Detchard told him he knew his real identity. b. Detchard smiled while they were talking.
   c. Bersonin laughed at Rassendyll's talk. d. He left the Duke waiting outside on purpose.
   77. Why did Rassendyll become good at pretending he had forgotten rules or people he had met?
   a. To get some freedom. b. To act like a King.
   c. To attract attention. d. To cover up his mistakes.
   78. What did Rassendyll remember of the coronation?
   a. The golden crown and the dancing. b. The cold welcome of the princess.
   c. The music and the crown. d. The good welcome of Michael.
   79. What did Antoinette tell Rassendyll when he went to the summer house?
   a. The Duke's plan to get rid of him. b. The Duke's wish to marry her.
   c. Sapt's plotting against the King. d. The Six Men's love to Rassendyll.
   80. What did Rassendyll ask Marshal Detchard to protect Flavia?
   a. To keep her in the castle. b. To hand her to Michael and his men.
   c. To prevent Michael's men from meeting her. d. To marry her to Colonel Sapt
   81. What was Michael's plan if the castle was attacked?
   a. His men would hide in the mansion. b. He would go to the station.
   c. His men would kill the King and throw his body down the pipe. d. His men would kill the King and Rassendyll at the same time.
   82. What happened when Rupert was leaving the Tarlemin house?
   a. He thanked Rassendyll for his hospitality. b. He spoke rudely to Rassendyll.
   c. He told him they would no longer work for him. d. He stabbed him in the back.
   83. Why did Rassendyll give Princess Flavia for leaving Strelsau?
   a. He was going to have fun. b. He was going to hunt the Duke.
   c. He was going to rescue the King. d. He would go mountain climbing.
   84. Why had Sapt and Fritz prepared a ball for the Princess?
   a. So that the Princess would love the King more. b. So that Rassendyll would dance with the Princess.
   c. So that Rassendyll would enjoy his time. d. So that Rassendyll would ask the Princess to marry him.
   85. What was the first thing Sapt, Fritz and Rassendyll did when they arrived at the castle?
   a. He would admit kidnapping the King. b. He didn't permit Michael to enter the room.
   c. He didn't need the soldiers. d. He stabbed him in the back.
   86. Why did Rassendyll beg him to allow for this to happen?
   a. Because he loved her. b. He wanted to marry her.
   c. He wanted her to fight with him against Michael. d. In order to benefit from her popularity.
   87. When did Sapt agree that Rassendyll would go to the summer house?
   a. When Rassendyll begged him to allow for this to happen. b. When Rassendyll told him Antoinette would be useful.
   c. When Rassendyll said that they didn't have time. d. When Rassendyll threatened to go back to England.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. <strong>Answer TWO of the following questions:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) What kind of a person do you think that Rudolf Rassendyll is?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Rassendyll's position in society gave him opportunities. Do you agree? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Do you think there might be a problem with the fact that Rudolf looks very much like the King?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Why do you think Duke Michael tried to get rid of his brother by poisoning him instead of any other way?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) If you were Rassendyll, would you agree to risk your life and replace the King? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Why do you think that Rudolf really believed that he was the King in the capital city?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) If you were Rassendyll, would you prefer to travel to Rutitania or to stay in England to do useful work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Which character is wiser in your opinion, Fritz or Sapt? Say why.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Do you think Rassendyll was lucky to look exactly like the King of Rutitania? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Why do you think that Fritz and Sapt locked up Johann's mother with the King?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Why do you think that Sapt told Rassendyll the history of the King's life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Was Rassendyll right not to bear responsibilities in England? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Do you agree that Rassendyll was lucky? Why? Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) What do you think might have happened if Sapt and Fritz had been poisoned like the King?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Why do you think that Sapt and Rassendyll left the palace through a secret tunnel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Do you think it was a good idea for Rassendyll to give due care to the poor? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Why do you think that Rassendyll remembered very little of the coronation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Why do you think that Rassendyll says that a pretend King's life is harder than a real King's?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) In what way does Rassendyll realise that he can't have a quiet life any more?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Why do you think that Rassendyll wants to tell Princess Flavia that he is not the real King?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Do you think Rassendyll was fair and just? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Why do you think that Sapt is worried about Rassendyll now that he is King?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) What do you think might have happened if Antoinette had plotted against Rassendyll?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Why do you think that Sapt stopped Rassendyll telling Princess Flavia who he really was?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Why do you think Rassendyll might have done if Johann had refused to work as a spy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Why do you think that Rassendyll's pulse quickened at the thought of being King forever?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Do you agree that Rupert was a man of no principles? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28) Do you think that the innkeeper's daughter was right to apologise to Rassendyll (the pretend king) although she wasn't mistaken? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29) Do you think that Rassendyll wants to be King forever? Why/Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30) To a man like me, opportunities are responsibilities. What do you think Rassendyll means by this sentence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31) What do you think made Rassendyll feel confident during the coronation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32) Only the sky made the best use of coincidence. ILLUSTRATE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33) Why do you think Rassendyll insisted on riding through the streets of the old part alone?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34) Legality was with the king but popularity played for Michael. ILLUSTRATE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>35)</strong> How was Sapt frustrated by Michael’s clever plan which Johann told them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>36)</strong> Why do you think that Rassendyll and Sapt need a permit to leave the city?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>37)</strong> Why do you think Michael couldn’t accuse Rassendyll of being impostor?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>38)</strong> When did Rassendyll think that the king’s life was quite hard?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>39)</strong> How do you think Michael’s men discovered Sapt’s plan for the coronation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>40)</strong> Why do you think Antoinette help the pretend king?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>41)</strong> What did Sapt mean by “If you disappear, the game is over”?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>42)</strong> Both Sapt and Fritz were against Rassendyll’s visit to Streisau before the coronation. Give Reasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>43)</strong> Why do you think Rassendyll mentioned an animal when he said, “an animal bit me” in his conversation with the Duke?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>44)</strong> Do you think Rose was a persuasive person? Why? Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>45)</strong> Acting the king, Rassendyll kept the King alive. Illustrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>46)</strong> Betrayal and loyalty were the main factors in saving the king. Explain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>47)</strong> Do you think that Rudolf Rassendyll had he not been lazy all his life? Why? Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>48)</strong> Why do you think Fritz and Sapt objected to Rassendyll’s visit to Streisau?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>49)</strong> How do you think Luck played a role in spoiling Michael’s plot to be crowned?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>50)</strong> Do you think Rassendyll was brave in facing the Marshal’s plan? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>51)</strong> How do you think Michael’s wicked plan to be king was a clever one?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>52)</strong> Do you think Rassendyll was really a very good Swordsman?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>53)</strong> Why do you think Rassendyll’s life changed in Zeritania?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>54)</strong> Why did Sapt think that the real king at the Castle of Zenda?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>55)</strong> how do you think Rassendyll came out of the summer house alive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>56)</strong> Do you think Antoinette was helpful for Rassendyll and the princess?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>57)</strong> How do you think Rassendyll planned to save Princess Flavia from Michael?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>58)</strong> Why do you think the Duke want to marry the Princess?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>59)</strong> What do you think would happen if Rassendyll accept the offer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>60)</strong> Why do you think Johann was happy to help Rassendyll?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>61)</strong> Why do you think there was a pipe from the window of the King’s room?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>62)</strong> What do you think would happen if many people attacked the castle?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>63)</strong> How did Rassendyll think of the king’s coming out of Zenda alive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>64)</strong> Why do you think it wasn’t easy to sleep at the Castle of Zenda?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65)</strong> What do you think “But he might bite again,” show?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>66)</strong> Do you think that the six men know Rassendyll secret? Why /Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>67)</strong> Why do you think Sapt and Rassendyll were lucky when they reached the gate?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Warda is telling Samia about some work.
Warda: I've been asked to write an article for a website.
Samia: 1) What's it about?
Warda: It's about recycling.
Samia: 2) Is it about recycling because I think it's an important subject.
Warda: What is going to be in the article?
Warda: Well, it's a bit difficult to explain.
Samia: 3) For two reasons. Firstly, I've sent them the idea for the article last week and they liked it. 4) 
Warda: When did you write for them before?
Warda: I wrote an article last year. 5) 

2. Sami meets an English tourist by a river.
Sami: Excuse me. I advise you not to drink that water from that river.
Tourist: 1) I know that the water isn’t very clean. Sami: 2) I'm from England. I've just spent a week walking across the desert.
Tourist: 3) Wasn’t it dangerous?
Sami: 4) No, I studied how to live in the desert before I came here.
Sami: 5) Skills such as using the sun to find your way. 6) 
Sami: I've got a lot of hobbies and interests. Sport is my favourite. I'm going to surf in the desert later.
Tourist: 7) No, I'm not joking. You can watch me surfing on my phone.

3. Salesman: Can I help you?
Maha: Yes, 1) the manager is not available now. 2) I'm sorry, the manager is not available now.
Salesman: No problem, madam. 3) 
Maha: 4) But I don't want another dress. I want my money back.
Salesman: OK. 5) 
Maha: Thank you. Here's the receipt.

4. Amal is having an interview for a job.
Interviewer: Be seated, please. 1) 
Amal: No, this is my second time to apply for a job as a receptionist.
Interviewer: Why do you choose this job?
Amal: 2) 
Interviewer: 3) You speak English and French well.
Amal: Of course. 4) 
Interviewer: What skills do you have?
Amal: 5) 
Interviewer: 6) I think I will take 3000 pounds a month.

5. Between Tamer and a booking clerk at a booking office.
Clerk: What can I do for you, sir?
Tamer: 1) First class.
Clerk: When would you like to travel, by day or at night?
Tamer: 2) No problem, madam. 3) 
Clerk: There's a flight at 2 a.m. 4) 
Tamer: Yes, it is. Make the reservation, please. 5) It’s 800 $, sir.
Clerk: 6) 

6. Doctor: Good morning! What's wrong with you?
Patient: 1) 
Doctor: 2) 
Patient: Your pulse is a bit normal but the temperature is high.
Patient: 3) 
Doctor: Don’t worry, Take this medicine and you will be all right in a few days.
Patient: 4) 
Doctor: Light food, some hot soup and fresh fruit.
Patient: 5) 
Doctor: Yes, Get a blood test done for diabetes, and come with it next week.
Patient: 6) 
Doctor: I recommend at least 10 days.
Patient: Thanks doctor.
Doctor: You are welcome.
7-Maya is being interviewed for a job at a bank.
Interviewer: Why do you want to work for us?
Maya: I passed all my school exams and I have a degree in business studies.
Interviewer: Can you speak English well?
Maya: Yes, I worked as a secretary for an accountant for a year.
Interviewer: I can speak English well. Interviewer: Thank you. You are a very strong candidate.

8-Tamer: What are you busy doing?
Ibrahim: It’s called “The revenge”.
Tamer: How did you make sure that he was kidnapped?
Ibrahim: A young Egyptian writer called Hany Omar.
Tamer: Next week, I promise.
Ibrahim: But I’m a wealthy businessman and the kidnapper must be greedy.
Tamer: Well, but you know I can’t read every day of the week because I finish work late.

9-Mr. Ameen is at the police station.
Policeman: Please, sir. I’m in a real fix. I
Mr. Ameen: Of course, I will. But please stop crying and 2.
Policeman: Well, sir, 3.
Mr. Ameen: When did this happen?
Policeman: In the afternoon while he was coming back home from school.
Mr. Ameen: How did you make sure that he was kidnapped?
Policeman: He said if I wanted to get my son back, I would have to pay a ransom.
Mr. Ameen: Do you have any enemies, sir?
Policeman: No, I don’t. But I’m a wealthy businessman and the kidnapper must be for my money.
Mr. Ameen: Don’t worry, sir. 6.
Policeman: I hope you will do. I will die if I don’t recover my son.

10-Zeinab and Riham are planning a school project.
Zeinab: It says here that because Australia is moving north every year, sat-navs can’t find some important places.
Riham: It can’t be true.
Zeinab: No, this is real news. It is not fake.
Riham: OK, I’ll start by describing why it is moving north.
Zeinab: It’s a website called True facts about Australia.
Riham: That’s a good idea. I’ll see if I can find other interesting information on the website.

11-Hala and Maya are meeting at the book club.
Hala: There are only two of us here today. Where are the others?
Maya: Yes, sir. I forgot that the tennis competition was on TV.
Hala: We need to choose a new book for our book club next month.
Maya: I don’t like science fiction. What about a detective story?
Hala: Detective stories are always the same. It’s called “The revenge”.
Maya: l’d go along with that. Non-fiction books always teach you something and that one about history looks interesting.
Hala: Yes, you’re right. I’ll email them the book title so they know what we are going to read.
Maya: The next book club meeting will be the second anniversary of the club.
Hala: Yes, it is good news, isn’t it?

12-Nada, a reporter, is asking a tourist, on her way back home about her visit to Egypt.
Nada: Hello, can I ask you a few questions?
Tourist: No problem.
Nada: I’m Australian.
Nada: Have you been here for a couple of weeks?
Tourist: I’ve been here for a couple of weeks.
Nada: So many places in Luxor and Aswan.
Nada: Egyptian food is so delicious. I really like it.
Tourist: Yes, they are really kind and helpful people.
Nada: I hope so.
Tourist: Sure, I will. Egypt is a beautiful country.
In my point of view, I believe that …….. is one of the most dangerous phenomena in our life and has its bad and negative effects nowadays. So, there is no doubt that ……… is one of the most important things life and has its vital role nowadays.

We all agree / There is no doubt ……… is considered an important step to improve and develop our society, and this makes the government do its best to encourage.

In my opinion, I'd like to say that ……. is really important and necessary nowadays and may have good and positive effects on all of us. I think so because ……. may bring all the good to our society.

In my point of view, I believe that ……… has a lot of good effects and advantages that we can't count. It causes more and more welfare. It enriches our life to great extent.

We should put in our minds that ……… is considered an important step to improve and develop our society, and this makes the government do its best to encourage.

To overcome the bad effects of this dangerous problem we should work together; society and government to find the best solutions that help us to get rid of the damage caused by ……… and to work for the welfare and development of our homeland.

Finally, it is quite clear that ……. (الموضوع) ……. Is really……. (صفة)…….. In the end, I wish I had pointed out all the aspects of this subject and in the conclusion to ……. (الموضوع) ……. made it clear.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the important Role of Women in Society</th>
<th>Coronavirus or covid_19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What makes a person employable?</td>
<td>The role of the Egyptian youth today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevention is better than cure</td>
<td>Schools in the Future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. The ministry of education is interested in developing curriculums and the educational process so that we will have a great generation of scientists in the future.

2. The good citizen is the one who devotes his time and effort to his country, sacrificing himself for its dignity and welfare.

3. Sooner or later, the internet will become the backbone of all aspects / fields of life.

4. Online distance learning is a method of instruction, which connects learners with educational resources.

5. A good teacher should be responsible and serious, and care for the needs of students.

6. Everyone should play a positive role in developing our country and achieving progress.

7. The government is trying to improve the education system to keep up with world challenges.

8. Unemployment is a serious problem that the public and private organizations must solve.

9. People who are interested in space holidays are worried about the horrible side effects.

10. Science fiction is usually a serious attempt to write about how life will be like in the future or in another world.

11. Classical/high art plays an important role in shaping the character of the young and the adults alike/ on equal

12. We should rationalize the use of fresh water otherwise we will face a severe thirst in the future.

13. Modern age has witnessed a huge revolution in the field of information technology and the internet.

14. Egypt’s real wealth lies in its human resources and the creativity and excellence of its youth in all fields.
A lot of people dream of a tolerant and quiet world which is blessed with love, peace, cooperation, justice and affability between all people.

Money is the source of all evil. It encourages some young men to do bad habits, some people to commit crimes such as theft, violence, forgery and murder.

Greed is one of the ugliest human qualities (because it increases the sharpness of conflict and dispute between individuals inside one society)

The government issues laws that prevent committing crimes and achieve safety for the society.

Egypt has charming nature, wonderful weather, stunning views and an ancient (deep rooted) cultural heritage.

Learning foreign languages and computer has become a vital matter these days

Water is the origin of life, so don't spoil the environment by polluting the Nile water.

Our age (era) is the age of smart civilization which needs enlightened thought and active minds realizing (achieving) fast development.

Desert reclamation is the only hope to achieve balance in Egypt and face unemployment.

Every culture has its distinctive customs, traditions, values and principles that should be preserved by all generations.

Massive engineering projects are carried out all over Egypt to help make life easier and more comfortable for all citizens.

Science is a double edged weapon. In peace it is a tool for peace; in war it is a tool for...